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At Wednesday night’s UPUA meeting, a resolution was
passed for the allocation of funds to support the
initiatives of the UPUA Textbook Advocacy Group.
The University Park Undergraduate Association passed

Connect With Us

Resolution 0807 for the allocation of $479.98 to fund
the second initiative of the TEXTBOOKS SUCK
campaign titled Operation Lollipop and the Textbook
Heroes Program.
Andrew Dunheimer

Centre County Commissioner Michael Pipe addresses
members of UPUA about the upcoming election.

UPUA TAG first launched the TEXTBOOKS SUCK
campaign on Sept. 5 at FreshFest, an event for new
students to learn more about UPUA while enjoying
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various entertaiment. At the event, representatives
collected data from students about how much they
spent on textbooks for their first semester at University
Park.
The representatives found that students spent an average of $469 on textbooks, said UPUA Secretary Julia
Schrank.
In order to gain further information on the cost of textbooks, collect more input from students and provide tips for
students, UPUA TAG organized the event Operation Lollipop that will be held in the HUBRobeson Center this
Friday. The event cost $450.58 of the $479.98 that was passed by the assembly.
“Our goal is to make sure that this is based on a large student body poll,” Schrank (juniorFrench and Spanish)
said. “At the event, students will first fill out a Google survey and in exchange, they will get a lollipop with a
textbook tip and a highlighter with TEXTBOOKS SUCK and our Twitter handle written on them.”
The remaining $29.40 will be used toward the Textbook Heroes Program for awards that will be given to
professors, nominated by students, who aim to help cut back the costs of textbooks for students in their classes.
When the legislation was still up for approval, AtLarge Representative Elias Warren motioned to yield the floor to
students who were in attendance at the meeting because he said he felt the student voice should be heard.
“This is my third year on UPUA and a major issue we have is that we don’t solicit student opinion enough,”
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2 'sovereign
citizens' suspects
face Vegas judge

Warren (juniormanagement) said. “It could be something that goes viral or it could potentially be a waste of
student money. I wanted to hear what students have to say about this. That is why I made the motion.”
However, Smeal College of Business Representative Rishi Mittal made an objection to the motion because he
said it didn’t seem as though the students wanted to speak and that Warren did not handle the situation in the
proper manner.
“We have a lot of opportunities for students to speak,” Mittal (juniorfinance) said. “If at any time, a student comes
to the microphone, we will almost never say no. The way [Warren] handled it wasn’t the way we do things on
UPUA.”
Warren’s motion to let the students speak was ultimately failed.
“The sheer act of the assembly voting against the motion to allow students’ voices to be heard is mindboggling–I
can’t believe it,” Warren said. “How could we deny students the right to speak, where’s the harm? It’s our job.”
Along with the passing of Resolution 0807, the assembly voted to endorse eight representatives to the Office of
Student Conduct Judicial Hearing Board as well as swore in Nursing and Health and Human Development
representatives.
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Argentina loses appeal in US bond
debt case
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NEW YORK (AP) — A U.S. appeals court
dealt Argentina a blow Friday in the
lengthy legal battle over the country's
massive 2001 default, upholding a ruling
ordering it to pay $1.4 billion to
bondholders.
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Still no starting quarterback, Penn State football
adapted well to ESPN cameras, and more
Athletes clash at fraternity parties

President Barack
Obama is proposing
the most sweeping changes to the
federal student aid program in decades.
His plan would link federal dollars to new
Education Department ratings of colleges
and universities, providing students at
betterrated schools with less expensive
loans or bigger grants.

LONDON (AP) —
Stocks made some
modest gains Friday at the end of a week
that's been dominated by speculation
over when the U.S. Federal Reserve will
start reducing its stimulus.
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LAS VEGAS (AP) — A
couple accused of
plotting to abduct,
torture and kill police
in a plot to draw
attention to an antiauthority "sovereign
citizens" movement has told a Las Vegas
judge they don't recognize his authority
to keep them in jail.

Tina Fey Reveals She Was Robbed, Shows David
Letterman Surveillance Tape (E! Online)
Did a White Mother Lie About Black Teens
Causing Son's Death? (The Root)

Spacey says TV
must adapt to
viewer demand or
die
LONDON (AP) —
Oscarwinning actor Kevin Spacey says
television has overtaken cinema as the
home of quality characterdriven drama,
but the industry risks failure if it doesn't
recognize that viewers want control over
what they watch, and when.

Parttime Delivery Assistant
The Daily Collegian is looking for a parttime
delivery assistant. Hours are Tuesday & Thursday
from approximately 5:30 AM to 8:00 AM. This
position begins August 27. Starting hourly wage is
$10.00 per hour. For more information contact
Craig at 8651566, or stop by our business office at
123 S. Burrowes St. to fill out an application.
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